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There's no place for freedom; In the statutes you lean on!" - A small but very special star 

glistens steadily and persistently in the European musical firmament. That immediately 

becomes clear to anyone who has the pleasure of coming into contact with the musical work 

of Kristoffer Bolander. The Swede with the heavenly voice has been touring from Gothenburg 

to Italy for almost a decade as the head of the alternative-folk band Holmes, enchanting both 

thunderous festival crowds and drunken students in the university pubs alike. The audience is 

inevitably coaxed into a reverent silence, with a deep sense of witnessing a moment of pure, 

sad beauty. 

With "I Forgive Nothing" Kristoffer Bolander now releases his first solo album. Hearing the 

opening bars of this brand new long-player instantly results in the aforementioned sensation. 

The listener becomes immersed in the sound, lost in the gentle and wisely thoughtful 

songwriting, with a voice that evokes comparison to Neil Young. The whole thing is 

supported by a pulsating bed of sound that over the course of the album sporadically swells 

and then retreats to just an organ and Bolander's delicate voice. The deliberate setting of these 

counterpoints creates the album's most stirring moments. 

The reduction of the sound and the pieces themselves is the key factor on "I Forgive Nothing" 

and is what differentiates this album from Bolander's previous works. It was a deliberate 

decision not to produce all songs with a full band lineup. That creates new space within the 

compositions and brings the fundamental elements of the songs to the fore: the poetic lyrics 

and vocals. 

With that in mind, Kristoffer Bolander worked for two years to write the songs on "I Forgive 

Nothing". He also decided to work in a different studio for this production: In cooperation 

with producer Anders Lagerfors, the entire album was recorded mostly live in just six days at 

Nacksving Studios in Gothenburg. This approach preserved the intimacy of the pieces and can 

especially be appreciated during the album's quieter moments, where Bolander's voice is 

accompanied only by an acoustic guitar ("The Rings Above") or an organ ("Something 

Wrong"). For the songs that were arranged with full-band accompaniment, such as the epic "I 

Forgive Nothing", Bolander called upon old companions and friends, all of whom hail from 

his hometown of Vänersborg. As a result, not only does the greatest lap steel guitarist on this 

side of the Atlantic appear on the album – Johan Björklund of Holmes – but so does his 

brother, Michael Björklund, on drums, best known from the Swedish punk band Affordable 

Hybrid. 

The album title "I Forgive Nothing" is a paraphrase from Samuel Beckett's novel "Malone 

Dies", a book that serves as a major inspiration for Kristoffer Bolander. Beckett's lyrical tone 

runs through the twelve tracks on the album like a red thread. In combination with the musical 

setting it brings an extraordinary depth and overwhelming atmosphere that is truly 

unparalleled. The album is an absolutely exceptional work by this Swedish artist – with each 

listen it reveals new niches and hidden corners that are well worth discovering and exploring. 

 

 


